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With the transformation of governmental functions, the 
government performance auditing will be our major future 
government auditing method. This thesis explores China’s 
government performance auditing in order to facilitate the 
promotion of government performance auditing smoothly. 
Having analyses both the theoretical research and current 
situation of our government performance auditing, the paper has 
brought out the difficulties and bottlenecks that the government 
performance auditing faces. At last, this article gives some 
suggestions to perfect our government performance auditing 
according to the actual situation in China. 
First of all, the study discusses the connotation, 
significance and developing history of government performance 
auditing and reviews research achievements about government 
performance auditing home and abroad, including analysis on 
the theoretical basis, influencing factors, contents, evaluation 
methods and professional morality of government performance 
auditing. 
Then, in chapter 3, the paper analyses the present situations 
of our government performance auditing, such as the basis o-f 














confronts. Through statistically analysing on 205 questionnaires, 
this paper brings up the summarization in some aspect-s such as 
the understanding to audit professional morality, the 
professional moral situation at present and the violation to 
professional morality of the audit institute auditors. 
This thesis makes both qualitative and quantitative analyses 
on the influencing factors of the government performance in 
China through studying in the chapter 4.For solving the option 
of performance influencing factors, this paper adopts following 
12 indices: per Gross Domestic Product, the productivity of 
social labor, increase rate of GDP, personal disposable income, 
Engel coefficient, financial revenue, the comprehensive index of 
air pollution, the consumption rate of resources, the natural rate 
of population growth, the unemployment rate of in cities and 
towns, the ratio of added value of service in GDP and the 
proportion of social undertaking investment in financial 
expenditure. 
Ultimately, the author raises 2 suggestions on improving 
our government performance auditing, namely, establishing 
government performance auditing evaluation standard and 
improving the level of state auditing officers’ professional 














the paper analyses the particularity of our government 
performance auditing evaluation system .Above it, the issue puts 
for-ward the suggestions on initially establishing the evaluation 
system of different types of  government performance auditing 
in the framework of balanced score card; on the other hand, it 
suggests that we should improve our government-al auditors’ 
professional morality from the self-discipline  of auditors, the 
heteronomy in the audit institutions and   optimizing external 
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2008 年上海审计工作成果中，“市审计局全年共有 81 个项目涉及绩效方面
的审计和审计调查，占审计项目总量的 84%，评价分析了项目管理情况和资金使
用效益，共查出因管理不善等造成损失浪费问题金额 6983 万元，资产闲置滞留
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